
LAKES AREN’T FLAT

Unless you are a member of the Flat-Earth
Society*, you will appreciate that we live on a

sphere, so the ground we inhabit is not flat.  In fact,
the ground drops away from us at an ever increasing
rate.

I wrote two articles in last month’s KIT, one about the
Box Hill tunnel and the other about calculating the
size of the earth by seeing two sunsets, first from the
ground floor and then about 3 minutes later from
the 80th floor of the Burj Khalifa.

In the Box Hill article, I said that the tunnel was so
long that Isambard Kindom Brunel had to take into
account the curvature of the earth when he was
working out its construction.

Thinking about the two articles, I realise that,
knowing the length of the tunnel (1.83 miles), I can
use a variation of the same calculation to work out
how much he had to allow for during the digging [H].

The diagram is almost the same as the last one, it’s
just the unknown item that has changed.  As we
know the radius of the earth [R], and the length of
the tunnel [L], it’s just a simple Pythagorian equation
that has to be solved to find H.
You remember Pythagoras - the square of the
hypotenuse is twice the sum of the squares of the
other two sides.  In this case:-

(R+H)2 = R2 + L2

In this case we know that the Earth’s radius (3963
miles) and the length of the tunnel  (1.83 miles) so a
simple calculation gives the drop off as 2ft 3 ins.

I  remember my Grandmother telling me that, when
they dug the first Mersey tunnel (2.01 miles) they
started at each end and when they met in the
middle, they were only 1 inch out.

At that length, the drop off works out at 2ft 8 ins.  All
the more remarkable as, unlike Box Hill, the Mersey
tunnel isn’t straight.

The drop off with distance increases surprisingly
quickly:

Miles Drop off

   1                   8”
   2               2’ 8”
   3               6’ 0”
   4             10’ 8”
   5             16’ 8”
      10                 66’
      20                267’
      50              1665’

It’s quite a feat of the imagination to think that Lake
Windermere, at about 10 miles long, is around 66
feet lower at one end compared with the other.

Mike Shaw

[I  find it amusing that the Flat Earth Society website
states that they have members all over the globe]
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L ittlecote House (Fig. 1) is located near to Hunger-
ford in Berkshire. It is actually three houses in  
one. The medieval manor dates back to 1250 but a 

Tudor manor was later added by the Darrell family. The 
house was acquired by the Pophams in 1589 and they then 
added a further Elizabethan manor. The first Popham to 
own the manor was Judge John Popham who was Speaker 
of the House of Commons from 1580 to 1583, Attorney 
General in 1581 and 1592, and Lord Chief Justice of     
England from 1592 to 1607. He presided over a number    
of famous trials, notably of Sir Walter Raleigh (1603) and 
the conspirators of the Gunpowder Plot, including Guy 
Fawkes (1606). He was also involved in the trial, at Foth-
eringay, of Mary, Queen of Scots (1587) which resulted in 
her execution. 

My wife and I recently went on a guided tour of the house 
and, at the conclusion, I asked the tour guide about the sun-
dial that I had noticed outside the main entrance (Fig. 2). 
He had never even noticed that there was one there, so I 
went and had a look at it. 

It was quite difficult to get close to the dial. The gardeners 
had surrounded it with a wide circular box hedge and had 
planted many lavender plants all around the dial pillar. 
However, I persevered and was eventually able to get a 
good look at it.   

The maker’s mark was clearly visible (Fig. 3) and reads: 
Made by G. Adams 

at TYCHO BRAHE’s HEAD 
the corner of Raquet Court 

FLEET STREET 
LONDON 

I contacted John Foad, the BSS Registrar, who said that, 
while the dial was recorded (SRN2114), there were few 
details and he could do with a better photograph. I next 
emailed Jill Wilson, the BSS biographical contact, who 
kindly sent me Adams’ known history. George Adams Snr 
(1704-1773) was a prolific dial maker who was appointed 
Scientific Instrument maker to George III. Jill also 
informed me that he moved to the Racquet Court address 
(mis-spelled on the dial) in 1738, so the dial can be dated to 
after that date. 

The dial has numerous city names engraved around the dial 
plate this giving their respective times of solar noon. The 
name “Littlecot” (no ‘e’) was engraved in the dial’s noon 
gap, indicating that the dial was made for its current loca-
tion. This was confirmed as also engraved was the latitude 
of 51º 28′, correct to 2 minutes of arc according to the GPS 
on my mobile phone. 

THE LITTLECOTE DIAL 
 

J MIKE SHAW  

Fig. 1. Littlecote House. 

Fig. 2. Littlecote sundial pillar. 

Fig. 3. Maker’s mark. 
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There was an “Æquation of Natural Days” on the dial, giv-
ing the adjustment, to the nearest minute, required to con-
vert dial time to watch time. In the 1700s this would give 
local mean time, of course. The four dates on which the 
adjustment was zero were all early by a consistent 11 days 
compared with this year’s Equation of Time for Greenwich, 
hence the dial was made before 1752 when we changed 
from the Julian to the Gregorian calendar. So we can date 
the dial to within a 14 year period. The zero adjustment 
date for 20 August is shown in Fig. 4. 

At the south side of the dial is a coat of arms. This was dif-
ficult to decipher, so a quick visit to a local pharmacy was 
made to acquire some talcum powder. A liberal sprinkling 
followed by a wipe-over revealed a halved shield (Fig. 5). 

The left (dexter) side showed two stags’ heads on a dotted 
(or, gold, background) above a blank (argent, silver) 
shield. This is the Popham family coat of arms (Fig. 6). The 
right (sinister) side has what I took to be three leopards’ 
heads on a gold background above and a chevron with ver-
tical hatching (denoting the colour gules, i.e., red) between 
three birds below. The birds’ section is engraved with hori-
zontal hatching denoting azure (blue). If this is representa-
tive of water, the birds could be water fowl of some 
description. I have been unable to identify the family asso-
ciated with this emblem.  

I managed to contact and meet with local genealogist, Paul-
ine Mobey, who has been researching the house ownership. 
She showed me her copy of the Popham family tree,1 and 
the most likely family member to have installed the dial is 
Edward Popham (1712–72), MP for Wiltshire, who was 
married to Rebecca Huddon (1709–42). 

It’s always as well to keep your eyes peeled when on 
holiday – who knows what you might find. 
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Fig. 4. EoT adjustment for August. 

Fig. 5. Coat of arms. 

Fig. 6. Popham coat of arms, courtesy of Pauline Mobey.1  



We are approaching the shortest day in a cou-
ple of weeks on 21st December.  That means

that the length of daylight hours will be at its short-
est. The sun will rise at 08:25 and set at 15:55 giving
us only 7 hours 30 minutes of daylight on that day.

Surprisingly, however, that will not be the date on
which we have the earliest sunset. That will have
already happened, on 13th December. This is be-
cause sun time and clock time are not the same.

If the earth was upright on its axis instead of being
tilted at 23.5º, if the earth’s orbit around the sun was
a perfect circle instead of an ellipse and if we lived on
the same longtiude as Greenwich, then they would
be the same.

While sunrise and sunset are always an equal time
difference either side of when the sun is due south,
that doesn’t happen at clock noon.  Because our
longitude is 3º West, the sun gets to us 12 minutes
later than at Greenwich.  If we then add the effects of
the earth’s tilt and its eccentric orbit, the effect can
be significant.  Solar noon here in Wirral varies
throughout the year from 32 minutes late on 11th
February to 5 minutes early on November 5th.  The
two time systems coincide on 7th October and 28th
November. These combined effects are known as
“The Equation of Time” and it is usually shown as a
graph showing the time difference that needs to be
added to, or subtracted from, sundial time to give
clock time.

It is because of all these effects that the earliest
sunset does not occur at the winter solstice.  It also
affects the times of sunrise and sunset on the longest
day.
Here in Wirral  in GMT, it is:
Earliest sunrise: June 17th at 3:44 am
Latest sunset: June 24th at 8:45pm
Latest sunrise: December 29th at 8:25am
Earliest sunset: December 13th at 3:55pm

So you can start saying “Good to see the evenings
drawing out” from 14th of December.

Prior to 1880, everyone in the UK used local mean
time.  This wasn’t a problem until Isambard Kingdom
Brunel constructed the Great Western Railway.  Sud-
denly, the London to Bristol travel time reduced from
4 days by stage coach to 4 hours by rail. There was, at
that time, a 10 minute difference between the two
cities and so the GWR introduced “Railway Time”.
There is still a clock on the Bristol Corn Exchange that
has two minute hands, one showing Bristol time and
the other Railway Time.  To end all the resultant
confusion as the rail network expanded, Greenwich
Mean Time was adopted in the UK by 1880 Act of
Parliament.

For those of you who have a sundial, I have included
a full page copy of the Equation of Time for Bebing-
ton on the following page.

It is in intrinsic graph format and will be fine for use
anywhere in the Wirral.

Mike Shaw

THE SHORTEST DAY

What time
is it Pooh?

?



CORRECTION IN MINUTES TO APPLY TO SUNDIAL TIME TO GIVE GMT

EQUATION OF TIME FOR BEBINGTON
3º 01’ WEST OF GREENWICH



HOW TO MEASURE THE SIZE OF THE EARTH

In a recent “Love Wirral” magazine there was a feature entitled “Do you know?” One of them said that
the Burge Khalifa in Dubai is so tall that the visitors in the restaurant on the 80th floor have to wait for

over 3 minutes longer for the end of the Ramadan daily fast.
I found a number of articles about being able to watch the sun set twice by going up in the Burge Khalifa
very fast lift.  It stated that from the restaurant/observation floor the sunrise is over 3 minutes earlier and
the sunset over 3 minutes later than at ground level.
We don’t now how much more than 3 minutes it is, but let’s guess it’s 3.2 minutes.  The height of the 80th
floor is given as 1,823 feet.   So what can we deduce?

In the not-to-scale diagram below,
h = height of 80th floor = 1823/5280 = 0.34526515 miles
r = radius of the earth
x = the angle that the earth rotates in 3.2 minutes

In 24 hours (1440 minutes) the earth rotates 360º
So in 3.2 minutes it rotates 360 * 3.2/1440 = 0.8º
Because the sun’s rays at sunset are at a tangent to the earth’s surface, we have a right angled triangle
where cos (x) = r/(r+h)

This can be transformed to:
r = h cos (x) / 1 - cos (x)
r = 0.34526515 cos (0.8) / 1 - cos (0.8)
r = 0.34526515 * 0.999902524 / 1 - 0.9999902524
r = 3542 miles

But this is the radius at the latitude of the Burge Khalifa :  25.1º North.
To get to the radius at the equator, we have to divide the result by the cosine of the latitude.
3542 / cos (25.1) = 3542 / 0.905568799
= 3911 miles

(Actual = 3963)

Not bad.

h

r

x

r

r = (r+h) cos (x)
r cos (x) + h cos (x) = r - r cos (x)
h cos (x) = r - (r cos (x))
h cos (x) = r (1 - cos (x))
r = h cos (x) / 1 - cos (x)

Like this if you’re interested



THOMAS FRANCIS

Jill’s  contribution about checking the accuracy of
calculators in last month’s KIT reminded me of an

eccentric inhabitant of Bebington from long ago.
Thomas Francis, a stonemason, was born in 1762 and
lived in a house opposite the bottom of Heath Road.
The house was an imitation of a castle with turrets
in which were a row of cannons.  Thomas put them
there to command a view of the Old Chester Road
(New Chester Road was not yet built) as he was
concerned that Napoleon might invade.  The cannons
would not have been much good in that event, as
they were made from wood.

He had two wooden coffins made, one each for he
and his wife, and on his birthday each year, they
would spend the night sleeping in them.  It is not
known what his wife thought of this arrangement!
Apparently, having taken delivery of the coffins, he
refused to pay for them as he said that the job was
not complete until the lids were screwed down.
He then got permission from the local rector to dig
his own grave in St Andrew’s churchyard.  He lined
the walls with stone and was frequently seen there
keeping it clean and would spend an evening down
in his grave smoking a pipe of tobacco and
contemplating we know not what. All that
withstanding, he lived to the ripe old ago of  87.
His grave can still be seen in the churchyard.

However, he is best known for a series of puzzles
that he carved onto the walls of his house.  Possibly
the most famous is the one that says, “A rubbing
stone for asses”.   This was to discourage the local
youths who used to gather outside his house and
lean against his wall.
He also commemorated on the wall that he had
provided a well for the people of Bebington, though
there is no evidence of this remaining.

However, the one that brought him to my mind was
the one that says:

You do it like this:
If  you add up all the numbers from 1 to 9 it comes
to 45, subtract this from all the numbers from 9 to 1

 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  = 45
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 = 45

   8 6 4 1 9 7 5 3 2 = 45

Simple when you know how.
Mike Shaw
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A SUNDIAL SEARCH THAT FOUND A TOPOSCOPE 
 

J. MIKE SHAW 

This article is based on a presentation made at the 2016 BSS 

Liverpool conference. 

I 
t all started with an email that arrived one morning 

from our esteemed Registrar, John Foad. Attached was 

a section of the 1909 1:2500 Ordnance Survey map of 

the Wirral peninsula, situated on the other side of the River 

Mersey from Liverpool (Fig. 1). 

On the map, John had spotted a small dot with the letters 

“S.D.” next to it in the grounds of a house named Alderley. 

He wondered if the S.D. indicated “sundial” and, if so, was 

it still there? I went to have a look. 

There is a low hill, the Storeton Ridge, that runs up the east 

side of the peninsula, and at the northern end there are a 

number of prestigious houses which command views to the 

west encompassing the river Dee and the Welsh hills 

beyond. Alderley was one of these. 

As is the case these days, the large house had been 

converted into a number of flats, so I knocked on several 

doors until I found a resident and got permission to explore 

the grounds. At the back of the house, in the position 

indicated on the map, I was delighted to see a sandstone 

pillar complete with sundial (Fig. 2). 

However, my delight soon turned to dismay when I saw 

that the sundial was a modern, garden centre reproduction. 

It wasn’t screwed into place and could be lifted off, so I 

did. Underneath was a bronze plate engraved in the form of 

a toposcope. For the uninitiated, a toposcope is a marker, 

usually erected on a hills or other high place, which 

indicates the direction of, and often the distance to, notable 

landscape features which can be seen from that point. The 

toposcope had engraved on it the initials WEC, the date 

MCMXLV (1945) and the maker’s mark, CHADBURNS 

LIVERPOOL together with the company logo (Fig. 3). 

I had not heard of Chadburns, so I thought I should see 

what I could find about them. I discovered that the founder, 

William Henry Chadburn, was both the inventor and 

manufacturer of the ship’s telegraph. There are many 

images of Chadburns’ telegraphs available, most of them 

showing the same logo, so I was confident that I was 

investigating the correct company.  

Charles Henry Chadburn (Fig. 4) set up business at 71 Lord 

Street, Liverpool in 1845 as an optician and scientific 

instrument maker. He must have been successful, as he 

became optician to HRH Prince Albert! There is a painting 

of his original shop in the Liverpool museum where there is 

a section dedicated to the city’s instrument makers (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 1. 1909 Ordnance Survey map. 

Fig. 2. Sundial on pillar. 

Fig. 3. Initials, date and maker’s mark.  
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I thought that the initials WEC on the toposcope might 

refer to a descendant, possibly his grandson William E. 

Chadburn. A visit to our local library dashed my hopes, as 

the Birkenhead Street Directory for 1945 showed that the 

occupier of Alderley at that time was one William E. 

Corlett, solicitor.2 

So why, I wondered, did a big engineering company like 

Chadburns make a one-off toposcope for William E. 

Corlett? In 1945, Chadburns would not be making single 

bespoke instruments. 

I found a first reference to Corlett in the Alpine Journal, 

which reported his death, at the age of 90, in the 1960 

issue, so he would have been 75 when the toposcope was 

made for him.3 William Ernest Corlett was a well-known 

Liverpool solicitor, a partner in Bremner Sons and Corlett 

of 1 Crosshall Street.4 He was a philanthropist and there is 

a plaque on the rear of the Liverpool Bluecoat Chambers, 

which records that his “generous gift in 1927 ensured the 

preservation of this building”. 

I discovered that Chadburns still had an office in the area 

so I went to see if they could offer any explanation. I found 

that they had ceased manufacturing in the year 2000. I met 

with their last employee who was still manning their office 

to respond to any queries. He remembered a Mr Chadburn 

arriving at the office in a chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce. He 

said that Chadburns would not make a one-off bespoke 

item for anyone unless it was as a gift to someone who had 

either performed a special service to the company, or who 

had been a personal friend of the owner. 

He made a variety of instruments, including sundials, and 

Doug Bateman has one of them in his possession (Fig. 6). 

The photograph shows the dial details enhanced with the 

use of talcum powder. The bronze dial, diameter 8 inches, 

made between 1845 and 1861 (the death of Prince Albert) 

has the equation of time showing local mean time – GMT 

was not introduced until 1880. He does not appear to have 

been a prolific dial maker, as there are only two other 

Chadburn sundials in the BSS Register (SRN 1011 and 

SRN 7407). 

On 1st September 1870 he applied for a patent in the names 

of C.H. Chadburn and W. Chadburn, his son, then aged 24.1 

He developed the business, which grew into a thriving and 

large enterprise. 

Fig. 4. Charles Henry Chadburn. Photo: Priestly & 

Son, Egremont, Cheshire. 

Fig. 5. C.H. Chadburn’s shop in Lord Street, Liverpool. 

From a watercolour by W. Herdman, 1867. Reproduced 

courtesy of Liverpool Libraries and Information services.  

Fig. 6. Doug Bateman’s Chadburn dial.  

Photo: Doug Bateman. 
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retired and Chadburns made him the toposcope as a 

retirement gift.  

I guess we will never know for certain. 

Grammatical note: Chadburns did not use an apostrophe in 

their company name. 
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For a portrait and CV of the author, see Bulletin 26(ii), June 

2014. He can be contacted at jmikeshaw@ntlworld.com. 

Sadly, despite my best efforts, I have been unable to 

establish a definitive link between Corlett and Chadburn, 

but I can offer what I believe is a likely explanation. 

Records show that the Chadburns’ factory was bombed on 

7th May 1941 when all records, tooling and stock were 

destroyed. Production was scattered over five premises for 

five years which were not restructured into a single 

premises in Park Lane, Bootle until 1945.5 At the time, they 

were heavily involved in ships’ telegraph production in 

support of the war effort. 

It seems most likely that William Corlett was Chadburns’ 

solicitor. He would have been heavily involved in the 

acquisition of premises following the bombing and also in 

their subsequent relocation. Corlett would have been well 

past retirement age – he was 75 in 1945 – but in wartime he 

would have continued working. Following the works 

relocation and the end of the war, I suggest that he finally 

http://www.alpinejournal.org.uk/Contents/Contents_1960_files
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HOW TO MEASURE THE DECLINATION OF A WALL 

A Beginner’s Guide 

 
J. MIKE SHAW 

This article is based on a talk given by the author at the 2016 

Newbury Meeting. 

I 
t all started with an email one morning from our 

Chairman, Frank King. He had been contacted by one 

of the Trustees, Louise Smail, of the Old Parsonage in 

Didsbury, South Manchester. The Old Parsonage, a 

Grade II listed building, was left to the City of Manchester 

by Alderman Fletcher Moss in 1919.1 The trustees had 

discovered that one of the bay windows had originally held 

a stained glass sundial and they were proposing to install a 

replacement to the same design as the original of which 

they had an old photograph2 (Fig. 1). John Carmichael had 

been contacted for assistance with the design as John has 

expertise with stained glass sundials; indeed, he has made 

and installed one for his own house.3 The problem was that 

John lives in Tucson, Arizona and needed to know the 

declination, or precise direction, that the window faced. 

Could I please visit the building and measure it for him? 

While I had measured the declination of my own house 

previously, I had never done so for a remote location; 

Didsbury is about 50 miles from where I live. 

For the dial to be accurate to a minute of time, its 

declination needs to be known to about a quarter of a 

degree of azimuth. I had tried various methods for 

measuring my own wall’s declination in the past and found 

that the easiest method was to use a plumb line and flat-

backed mirror to determine when the sun was at right 

angles to the plane of the dial’s proposed position. Walls 

are rarely flat so it is important to attach a temporary board 

to the wall in the position that the sundial is to be sited 

before taking the measurements. 

The method is as follows: having attached a temporary 

board to the wall, set up a plumb line at a distance from the 

wall so that the shadow of the string is clearly visible in 

sunshine, about 8 to 12 inches; the actual distance is not 

critical. To prevent the line from swinging in the wind, 

immerse the plumb bob in water. Place a flat-backed mirror 

on the board and if you then move your line of sight so that 

the plumb line string is in line with its own reflection, your 

eye is then directly perpendicular to the wall. Then, watch 

the shadow of the string and note the date and precise time 

that the string, the reflection of the string and the shadow of 

the string all coincide. I found that the time could be 

determined to within about a 10-second window. Knowing 

the site’s latitude and longitude, the sun’s azimuth can be 

calculated and that is the same as the wall’s declination. 

More of that later. 

So, I had my method, but what did I need to take with me? 

The Old Parsonage is a listed building so they may not be 

very keen on me attaching a plumb line to it. I took one of 

those extending metal poles to which you can attach a paint 

roller when you are painting the ceiling. I could then attach 

a plumb line to the top and extend the pole to the necessary 

height. A bucket of sand was then needed to act as a firm 

base into which I could bury the end of the pole to keep it 

stable. I didn’t know if there would be a water supply there, 

so I took a small bucket and a large screw-topped bottle 

filled with water. A large piece of stiff white cardboard to 

act as a board and a good surface on which to view the 

string’s shadow plus a small flat-backed mirror completed 

my kit (Fig. 2). But then I had the thought, “What if the sun 

goes behind a cloud at the critical moment?” A fall-back 

was needed. I downloaded a large protractor available from 

Françoise Blateyron’s ‘Shadows’ programme4 and attached 

it to a suitable board. With the board held horizontally 

against the wall, I could use the protractor to find the angle 

that the string’s shadow made with the wall at any time that 

Fig. 1. The old sundial. Photograph reproduced courtesy of 

the Didsbury Parsonage Trustees. 
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Before travelling, I needed to know at what approximate 

time the sun would be at right angles to the plane of the 

dial. I looked at the building in plan view in Google Earth. 

Using ‘Tools’, ‘Ruler’ I drew a line along the image of the 

roofline, which told me that the building was orientated 

about 20° west of south (Fig. 3). I estimated that the sun 

would be in the desired position at somewhere between 

14:00 and 14:30 BST. As a bonus, Google Earth also gave 

me the latitude and longitude of the site, 53° 24ʹ 39″ North, 

2° 13ʹ 54″ West. 

All that was now needed was a favourable weather forecast 

– Manchester is well known for its rain! After a few days, 

the prospects seemed good favourable and I packed all my 

equipment and arranged to arrive at the site with plenty of 

time to spare. The whole operation was trouble free; the 

sun shone throughout. My only problem was that the 

window I had to measure was (non-sundial) stained glass. 

Therefore it was not flat as the lead cames protruded, 

making the surface uneven. I therefore determined the 

declination of the window frame in which it was situated. 

The string, the reflection of the string and the shadow of 

the string coincided between 14:07:00 and 14:07:10 British 

Summer Time on 24 August. All that was now needed was 

to calculate the sun’s azimuth. Well, you can do it the hard 

way if you wish using all those equations, but I used a very 

useful application called ‘Sun Seeker’5 which is available 

for both Apple and Android devices. When launched, the 

application picks up the device’s current location and gives 

a graphical representation of the sun’s current position plus 

digital readings of its azimuth and altitude, which are 

continually updated (Fig. 4). However, it also has the 

facility to allow the manual setting of any latitude, 

the sun was actually shining. I would just have to site the 

board so that the plumb line’s shadow fell on the 

protractor’s origin and read off the angle that the sun was 

making to the wall. 

Fig. 2. Equipment setup.  

Fig. 3. Google Earth. Fig. 4. Sun Seeker.5 
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longitude, date and time and then display the information 

for that place and time. This gave me an azimuth of 

199.98° for the window frame so I was able to report an 

accurate declination of 20.0° west of south. 
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AMUSE THE GRANDCHILDREN -
BUILD A WOBBLER

Take two identically sized circular discs.  You can
cut them out of cardboard or use two circular

beer mats, but I find that 2 CDs work very well.
Cut a slot into each in from the circumference
towards the centre, so that they can slot together at
right-angles.

The length of the slots is critical. They should be
exactly 29.3% of the radius of the discs.  CDs have a
radius of 6 cm, so each slot should be  1.75 cm.
This is so that, no matter what orientation the discs
are when placed on a surface, their centre of gravity
remains constant.

If you then place the pair of interlocked discs onto a
slightly angled surface, they will roll like a ball, but
with a rather strange wobble action  Even on a flat
surface, you can just  gently blow on them to make
them wobble.

The mathematics behind this is quite complicated,
but for it to work properly, the distance between the
centres of the two discs needs to be the radius
multiplied by the square root of 2 = 1.414.
So, for a disc with radius (say) 10 cm the distance
between centres needs to be 10 x 1.414 =  14.14 cm.
Without slots, the two centres are 20 cm apart, so
they need to come closer by 20-14.14=  5.86 cm.
To do this we need to cut slots in each of the discs
half of this amount 5.86/2 = 2.93 cm - which is where
the 29.3% comes from.

Mike Shaw



79 AD

There’s an advertisement going round at the
moment, I think it’s for Amazon Alexa.  It shows

a crowd of people in togas fleeing from a Vesuvius
eruption.  I guess it’s set in Pompeii. A man, dressed
in modern clothes, asks one of the fleeing crowd,
“What year is it?”.  I guess, in his shoes, I might have
asked a question more pertinent to my survival.  But
let’s ignore that for the moment.  The toga clad man
says, “It’s 79 AD”.
This is, of course, nonsense.  In that situation, he
would have said, “It’s 832 AUC”.
The Romans counted their years ‘Ab Urba Condida’ -
from the founding of the City (of Rome); the number
of years that had passed since Rome was founded in
753 BC (our system) by Romulus and Remus.
They used this system of identifying the years until
284 AD (our system again) when a rather conceited
Emperor, Diacletian, decreed that, from then on, they
would count the number of years starting from when
he became Emperor.
This continued for 240 years until 525 AD (our
system). By this time, Christianity had become

established and Pope John 1st decided that a change
was needed.  He argued that as Emperor Diacletian
was a prolific persecutor of Christians, (he threw them
to the lions) it didn’t seem right to have a year
counting system named after him.  So he went to a
Roman Abbot, Dionnysius Exiguus (Little Dennis) and
asked him to come up with a revised system.  The
Abbot suggested that they should use the number of
years that had passed since the birth of Christ.  The
Pope agreed and asked him when that was.  The
Abbot back calculated, knowing the number of years
that each Roman Emperor had been in power and
came up with an answer.  It is perhaps unfortunate
that he got it wrong. - we now know that Herod (who
we know was alive when Christ was born) died in what
we now call 5 BC.  Nevertheless, so started the year
counting system that we continue to use to this day.
One final note, the Romans did not have a Zero when
they counted - it hadn’t been invented.  So when we
say that this year is 2021, it means that we are now

in our 2021st year, 2021 years will not have passed
until the end of this year.

Mike Shaw



THE BOX HILL TUNNEL

I watched the programme “McDonald and Dodds”
on television one Sunday evening a couple of

weeks ago.  The plot was about a man who had been
murdered and his body found inside the entrance of
the western end of the Box Hill tunnel.

For those who don’t know about the tunnel, it was
built by Isambard Kingdom Brunel back in 1841 as
part of the London-to-Bristol Great Western Railway
on the approaches to Bath.  At the time, it was the
longest railway tunnel in the world at 1.83 miles, so
long, in fact, that IKB had to take into account the
curvature of the Earth when constructing it.

The tunnel is absolutely straight, and the whole
solving of the murder revolved around the fact that
the rising sun shines directly, from the eastern
entrance, through the length of the tunnel on the
morning of Isanbard’s birthday - 9th April.   Except,
in fact, it doesn’t!

This myth has been around for quite a number of
years.  While it is true that the rising sun does shine
directly through the tunnel “near” to his birthday, it
actually occurs on either the 6th or 7th April
depending on whether or not it is a leap year.

The Box Hill tunnel eastern entrance is at
51º25’26”N, 2º12’20”W.  Taking measurements from
Google Earth, the azimuth of the tunnel is 79.4º. If
you do the calculations, half of the sun will be above
the horizon on 6th April at 06:36 at just the correct
azimuth.    By 9th April it will be 2 degrees different
at 77.3º and not shining through the tunnel.

In 2016 the Society of Genealogists  suggested that
the sun shone through the tunnel on 6 April, because
it was the birthday of Brunel's sister.

My theory, for what it’s worth, is that the alignment
of the tunnel to a particular date’s sunrise never ever
passed through Brunel’s mind at all.  He built the
railway tunnel in the direction that the route survey
indicated was the most direct.  It’s all just a
coincidence

You can find these alignments all over the place.  For
example, if you stand in the Champs Elysee and look
towards the north-west at sunset on 11th May, you
will see the setting sun exactly framed in the arch of
the Arc de Triumph.  That happens to be my birthday,
but I doubt that Baron Georges-Eugene Haussmann
had that in mind when he redesigned Paris.

There is another famous alignment, the so-called
Manhattan Stonehenge, Otherwise known as the
Manhattanhenge, and is the name for when the
setting sun aligns with the streets of the city's grid
system.

This happens on July 12 at 8.20pm Eastern Daylight
Time

Mike Shaw

Box Hill Tunnel

Arc de Triumph

Manhattanhenge



THE ULTIMATE FLAT PACK

I was recently given a wooden clock as a present. It
arrived as a flat-pack, 6 sheets of plywood into which had

been laser cut all the parts needed for me to extract, sand
down, lubricate and assemble.   It took me three days to do
so, but, to my surprise, it worked first time when I had
finished.

While I do understand how clocks work, I have never taken
one to pieces and you can’t really see all the gears  as they
are all crammed together inside the clock case.  So this was
an opportunity to have a good look and think about the
mathematics behind it all.

The pendulum was  0.25m long and from my A level physics
days many years ago, I recalled the limerick that helps you
remember the formula for the period of oscillation of a
simple pendulum:-

It’s always a mystery to me
And I’ve never been able to see

Why each tick plus each tock
Of a grandfather clock

Is 2 pi root l over g

Period of oscillation
= 2 pi √l/g

= 2 x 3.142 x √(0.25/9.806)
= 1.003 seconds

Each gear wheel consists of two parts, a large outer part
with many teeth and a smaller one with less. They are
attached to each other and so go round  at the same speed.
On mine, the escapement gear had 20 teeth on the larger
and 10 on the smaller.  As the pendulum has an oscillation
time of 1 second, that gear wheel made one complete
revolution in 20 seconds.
Then the smaller with 10 teeth meshed with the next gear
which had 40 teeth, so the second gear took 4 times longer
to go round, i.e. 80 seconds.
In every case the smaller centre gear had 10 teeth and the
following gears had the number of teeth shown in the
diagram.   As each inner gear has 10 teeth, the speed of
each succeeding gear set reduces by a factor of one tenth
of the number of teeth in the following one.
A minute hand is attached to the 1 hour rotation gear and
an hour hand to the 12 hour one.
My clock ended at the 12 hour point in the chain of gears,
but if an extra one with 40 teeth is added as shown, and a
weight added to it to give a driving force, with the string
wrapped round the gear 4 times, you finish up with an 8
day grandfather clock.  Simple.

Mike Shaw

[There’s a picture of the finished clock on the next page]
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STAINED GLASS SUNDIAL

Over the last couple of years, I have been
involved with a project to install a stained
glass sundial.  The Didsbury Parsonage Trust

(DPT) contacted the British Sundial Society (BSS)  for
some help and advice as they wished to recreate a
missing dial.  We have a member (John Carmichael)
who has the necessary expertise and he agreed to
undertake the design.  Unfortunately, he lives in
Arizona so was unable to visit the proposed site. So
I was asked to take all the required measurements
and also determine the exact direction that the
sundial would face.  As a quarter of a degree is
equivalent to one minute of time, that presented a
few challenges.  How I went about it is a story for
another day!

Now that the dial is complete and installed, the  DPT
have written an article about the installation and I
thought I might (somewhat edited) share it with
members.

Mike Shaw

The Didsbury Parsonage (The Old Parsonage) is a
Grade II listed building, next to what was the original
village green of Didsbury. The building and gardens
were left to the citizens of Manchester by Alderman
Fletcher Moss in 1919. Through the Didsbury
Parsonage Trust it provides a thriving community hub
for the people of Didsbury and beyond, in a locally
significant and picturesque setting.

The original stained glass sundial in the library of the
Old Parsonage was designed by the then owner,
Alderman Fletcher Moss. The sundial went missing at
some unknown time before the Second World War.

Whilst researching the history of the building, a
picture was found in a book that Fletcher Moss wrote
which showed the middle room in the Old Parsonage
(Fletcher Moss’s library) as having a stained glass

sundial (SGS) window. The sundial is no longer there
and, despite extensive searches, it has not been
found.  Stained glass sundials are very rare – there are
only 44 in the UK- and many are damaged and do not
work.

Research turned up four pictures of the window, but
none were in colour. The DPT decided to have the
window restored.  They worked with both members
of the British Sundial Society and North American
Sundial Society who volunteered their time and
expertise and have recreated the design and
specifications of the window that Fletcher Moss
himself designed. This took much discussion as there
was no colour palette. However, the front door to the
building was also designed by Fletcher Moss and has
design features similar to the dial, so those colours
were used. Other colours were selected because they
were commonly used in similar, older stained glass
sundials. Although the SGS itself was missing, the
roundels and the inscription along the base of the
window were original.

Using archive evidence, including photographs, John
Carmichael constructed full-size working drawings
including a rendering of the intended replacement
sundial on acrylic. He incorporated his own design of
a demountable gnomon which is held in place by two
magnets. Any accidental knock results in the gnomon
falling harmlessly to the ground without damaging
the glass. It can be replaced in a matter of seconds.
Unlike the original, which had white painted glass
between the hour lines, the replacement has clear



glass that was frosted (sandblasted) on one side.
This creates the darkest optimum shadows.

SGS’s usually have an image of a fly (a cunning
representation nof “Time Flies”) but as

Manchester’s symbol
is a worker bee, a
worker bee was
incorporated in the
design. Next came
fund-raising and an
application for a grant
from the heritage
lottery fund. Between
fundraising, a legacy,

and a National Heritage Lottery Funding award, the
money for restoration was found.

Pendle Stained Glass, a specialist stained glass
company, was awarded the contract. They used
original stained glass techniques to recreate the
window.

Towards the end of 2019 the windows were
installed. Pictures taken from the shadow confirmed
that the time, suitably adjusted for the Equation of
Time, was accurate.

Sadly, the Old Parsonage had to shut due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, but opened again for classes,
and had an open weekend in August last year, where
people could come and see the sundial working.
They intend to install a camera so people can see
the window and the shadow cast from anywhere in
the world.
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E aton Hall, a few miles south of Chester, is the 
home of Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor, the 6th Duke 
of Westminster. It is part of an estate that extends 

to about 11,500 acres. The Duke allows the gardens of the 
Hall to be opened to the public about three times each year 
with the proceeds going to various charities. 

Even though I live within a few miles of the Hall, I had 
never visited the estate until last year when we decided to 
take some visiting friends. On arrival, I immediately 
accosted a passing gardener and asked if there were any 
sundials within the grounds and was disappointed to be 
informed that there were none. We wandered through the 
kitchen garden and the formal gardens and eventually found 
a quiet, picturesque spot to stop and have the picnic that we 
had brought. We had hardly finished when a large black 
cloud appeared, then there was a loud rumble of thunder, 
the heavens opened and we endured a good half an hour of 
torrential downpour. By the time it had stopped, we were 
all pretty wet and decided it was time to leave. As we were 
wending our way towards the exit, someone pointed and 
said, “Isn’t that a sundial over there?” And so there was.   

Sited in the middle of what was described as “the wild 
flower meadow” was a square, tapering stone pillar on a 
cruciform base topped with what appeared to be an urn 
complete with sundials on the east, south and west facing 
sides and an equation of time plate on the fourth (Fig. 1). 

The position of the gnomons on the dials indicated that they 
were designed for a pillar declining slightly to the west of 
south. The equation of time chart was engraved “2 degrees 
58 minutes west” which is correct for the location. Just as 
we were about to leave, the sun came out briefly and “… 
just a minute – the pillar is the wrong way round!” Yes, the 
south-facing dial was facing north, the east-facing dial was 
facing west and the west was facing east. I felt a letter 
coming on. 

The next day, I plotted out the figures given on the 
Equation of Time chart (Fig. 2). They agreed well with this 
year’s equation of time for Greenwich and I confidently 
predicted that the dials were post 1752 as they were clearly 
using the Gregorian calendar but pre 1880, as the plate 
showed local mean time rather than Greenwich mean time, 
which was introduced during that year. How wrong can you 
be! 

A couple of days later, I was talking about the dials to a 
friend of mine who happens to be a local historian, and the 
following day he sent me a sketch of the dial that he had 
found in the archive library of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA).1 It was clearly the same pillar and had 
some handwritten notes on it. I contacted the RIBA and 
managed to get a copy of the sketch (Fig. 3) and was able to 
decipher the writing. It said,  

THE EATON HALL SUNDIAL PILLAR 

A moving story of deviant orientation 

 
J. MIKE SHAW  

Fig. 1. The sundial pillar.  

Fig. 2. Equation of Time graph.  
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Proposed sundial in Portland Stone, Tea House, Eaton Hall. 
For his Grace the Duke of Westminster KG. 

Motto? They also serve who only stand and wait. 

The sketch was signed in the bottom right hand corner. 

E.L. Lutyens, Architect, 29 Bloomsbury Square,  
London WC   10. 11. 98 

Edwin Landseer Lutyens was, of course, one of the leading 
architects of the time. 

The drawing appears to be identical to the pillar except for 
the motto, which now reads “Horas Non Numero Nisi 
Serenas”. The sundials themselves are also slightly 
different from the drawing in that the sketch shows them as 
being direct dials with Roman numerals. 

A footnote attached to the drawing revealed that the 
stonework was by Farmer and Brindley.  This company was 
active between 1821 and 1929 and were a firm of archi-
tectural sculptors and ornamentalists based in London.2 An 
advertisement for the firm reads as follows: 

Farmer and Brindley, Sculptors and Carvers; 
Contractors for every description of Marble Work; 
Proprieters of the Ancient Quarries in Greece and 
Egypt of Porphyry, Cipollino, Verde and Rosso; 
Statuary of the Parthenon of Athens; Largest 
Assortment of Stock in the Kingdom. 63 Westminster 
Bridge Rd., London, S.E. 

Farmer and Brindley were one of the leading architectural 
sculptors of the day. Their list of commissions is 
impressive:3 

• Architectural carving for the Albert Memorial in 
London, 1863–1875, for Sir George Gilbert Scott. 

• Figures of Science and Fine Arts for the Holborn 
Viaduct, London, 1863–1869. 

• Carving for the University of Glasgow, 1864–1870, also 
for Scott. 

• 35 seven-foot figures of British monarchs for 
the Bradford City Hall, 1873. 

• The Bishop's throne, Chester Cathedral, 1876. 

• Twelve exterior statues for the 1877 Manchester Town 
Hall, for Alfred Waterhouse. 

• Carvings for the Natural History Museum 

Clearly the Duke was using the leading people of the day 
for this project – so who did he get to make the sundials? 

I contacted John Foad, the BSS Registrar. Surely a trio of 
historically important dials within the grounds of a stately 
home must be in the Fixed Dial Register when we have 
been recording dials for 25 years. John said that they 
weren’t in the Register, but he had seen a reference to them 
in Landscape Gardeners at Eaton Park, Chester by Ian C 
Laurie.4 This has a copy of the Lutyens sketch, together 
with the words: 

The Dutch Garden, Eaton Park, Chester.  sundial design 
drawings as executed by Lutyens, 1898. The sun dial 
has now been moved to the gardens of Ecclestone 
Lodge within the park.        

The tea house mentioned in the sketch is part of the Dutch 
gardens within the grounds of Eaton Hall. For a single item 
of architecture in the Dutch garden, there is only one place 
that it could be situated, right in the middle, on the spot 
now occupied by a fountain and statue of Mercury (Fig. 4). 
This seemed odd, as that would require the sundials to 
decline 12º towards the east. 

Next I went to the Liverpool Central Reference Library and 
found a further reference to the dials in Pevsner’s The 
Buildings of England5 which records the following: 

Eaton Lodge: In the garden, a sundial by Lutyens, 
originally in the Dutch tea garden. 

So now I had references to the dials in four different places: 

• Post 1889 – The Dutch garden (12º east) 

• Pre 1971 – Eaton Lodge (location unknown) 

• Pre 1985 – Eccleston Lodge (12º east) 

• Post 1985 – Wild Flower Garden (8.5º west) 

The declinations were determined from Google earth. I was 
left with a number of conundrums: 

• In its original location in the Dutch Tea Garden, the dials 
should decline 12º east but in its current location the 
dials decline 8.5º west which is correct (or would be if 
the pillar was the other way round). 

Fig. 3. Lutyens’ original sketch. 

Fig. 4. The Dutch Garden.  
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• When the pillar was moved to its current location (post 
1985), did they have new dials made and if so, by whom, 
and what did they do with the old ones? 

• As it was erected post 1898, why is the Equation of Time 
chart showing local mean time and not Greenwich mean 
time? 

In my letter to the Grosvenor Estate, I asked if I could 
return to have a further, more detailed, examination of the 
dials. My request was refused, so I returned to Eaton Hall 
on a subsequent open day and managed to speak with 
Eileen Simpson, one of the archivists, and also with Jan 
Lomas, the head gardener. I managed to determine the 
location of Eaton Lodge. It was very close to Eccleston 
Lodge and was originally built as a gamekeeper’s cottage, 
but was later extended and used as the estate’s Dower 
House. The Dower House declines the same way as the 
main hall and formal gardens, 8.5º towards the west. 

I was also able to have a much closer examination of the 
dials. On each of the three dials I found a tiny maker’s 
mark. It was very difficult to read, but I managed to borrow 
an eye glass from a gardener (ironically, from the one who 
had previously told me that there weren’t any sundials 
within the gardens). Each dial had the inscription: 

F.Barker and Son Scientific Instrument Maker 
12 Clerkenwell Road, London EC. 

The Equation of Time chart had no maker’s mark, and the 
decorative border had a different design. I wondered if it 
was by a different maker. 

I tried to contact Jill Wilson, the member of the BSS who 
keeps a records of the biographical details of sundial 
makers, but she was on holiday at the time. So I did a bit of 
digging myself and came across a 537-page book by Paul 
Crespel giving a comprehensive history of Francis Barker 
and Son together with copies of various catalogues of their 
instruments.6 

Francis Barker himself (Fig. 5) was apprenticed at the age 
of eight and learned the arts of both compass and sundial 
manufacture. He went on to found his own business in 1848 
and ran it until his death in 1875 when the business was 
taken over by his son and subsequently other members of 
his family. Although the company name continued, there 
were no members of the Barker family involved in the 
business after 1938. 

F. Barker & Son were well known makers of both 
compasses and sundials. They mainly manufactured 
unsigned sundials for retailers who then put their own 
marks on the dials. For example, apart from Pilkington and 
Gibbs’ heliochronometers, they were the sole supplier of 
sundials to Negretti & Zambra. 

I managed to track down the author, Paul Crespel who is 
retired and now lives on the shores of one of the Italian 
lakes. We had a lengthy telephone conversation, and he 
gave me an additional piece of information that was not in 
his book. The maker’s mark was changed in 1907 when 
they dropped the ‘EC’ at the end following the word 
‘London’. This dates the dials on the pillar to between 1898 
and 1907, a clear indication that the dials present today are 
the originals. 

In their 1907 catalogue, they also show an Equation of 
Time (EoT) chart which is very similar in style to the one 
on the pillar and there is an explanation of how the owner 
should add the longitude correction to the figure given on 
the chart. So, as late as 1907, they were not including a 
longitude correction. The wording in the catalogue is also 
very similar to that on the pillar chart. I concluded that the 
EoT chart on the pillar is also an original by F. Barker and 
Son.  I suspect that EoT charts were made by an apprentice 
to build up stock when business was slack, all to the same 
design, but leaving a space for the longitude to be added 
later when the location became known. 

F. Barker & Son liked to determine the declination of the 
site themselves. In their catalogue, there is a paragraph that 
states: 

Before constructing a vertical dial it is necessary for the 
maker to know the declination or true aspect of the wall, 
expressed in degrees, in addition to the latitude of the 
place.  These figures must be absolutely correct for the 
whole accuracy of the dial depends upon the figure 
given.  The makers prefer to ascertain the declination 
themselves, for they alone then hold themselves 
responsible for the dial to show the correct solar time. 

These were professional dial makers and installers – they 
would not have got the pillar declination wrong. 

I managed, via another friend who happens to be chairman 
of the Wirral Post Card Club, to find an old post card 
showing the dial (Fig. 6). The card was produced in the 
early 1900s and bears a postmark dated December 1918. In 
this picture, the dial is clearly not in any of the locations 
previously mentioned. It is actually shown as being on the 
edge of the lake directly in line with the front of the Hall. 

Fig. 5. Francis Barker. 
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The Hall at the time was the so-called Waterhouse Hall 
which was present on site from 1870 until 1961. There was 
a wide pathway in terraces which went down from the front 
of the Hall right down to the shore of the lake. In that 
position it would be correctly orientated at 8.5º towards the 
west. 

I now had five possible locations for the dials. 

• The Dutch Garden (12º east) 

• Eccleston Lodge (12º east) 

• The Lake (8.5º west) 

• Eaton Lodge (8.5º west) 

• Wild flower meadow (8.5º west) 

I informed the Estate of my findings to date and was kindly 
invited back to the estate and given access to various 
relevant archives by Louise Martin and Eileen Simpson, the 
archivists. We were, together, able to piece together the 
history of the sundial pillar. 

When the Waterhouse Hall was demolished between the 
years 1961 and 1963, the family lived elsewhere until the 
new hall was completed in 1972.  During this intervening 
period, not only was the new Hall under construction, but 
there was also major reconstruction work carried out on the 
layout of the gardens. This required the removal of much of 
the garden ornamentation. 

We discovered an archive document, dated 1968 which 
detailed the location of the removed items: “The 
Whereabouts of Statues, Vases etc. Removed from Eaton 
Gardens”. One of the items listed states: “1 Very fine Sun 
Dial from the centre of the balustrade by the Lake. To 
Eaton Lodge”. 

So finally, we had a definitive record that the sundial pillar 
has been located in three of the five possible locations: 

• By the lake 
• At Eaton Lodge 
• Within the Wild Flower Meadow 

At that time, 1968, Eaton Lodge was being used as the 
Dower House, occupied by Anne, the fourth wife of the 
second Duke. The Duke married Anne Sullivan in 1947, 
who was 37 years his junior. They attended the coronation 

together in June 1953 but the Duke died the following 
month. Anne then occupied the Dower House for the next 
50 years until her death on 31 July 2003. A further Estate 
record shows that the pillar was moved from Eaton Lodge 
to its current location in 2004, the following year. 

At this point, I was still concerned that I had not been able 
to find any other photos of the dial in position, despite it 
apparently being there for about 70 years. So I went back to 
the Wirral Post Card Club, informed them of my findings to 
date and made an appeal for any further evidence that they 
might have. 

One of their members found for me another post card dated 
in the 1930s showing the sundial pillar in place, by the lake 
balustrade directly in front of the Waterhouse Hall (Fig. 7). 
There are very few early post cards of Eaton Hall because it 
was not open to the public. However, in the 1930s, the 
Duke invited Walter Scott, a leading post card publisher, to 
the Estate and he produced, for the Duke, albums 
containing post card sets that the Duke presented, as gifts, 
to his guests. We have definitive records that show that the 
sundial pillar was by the lake from the early 1900s until 
1968, at Eaton Lodge until 2004 and in the wild flower 
meadow until the present. 

I conclude that the books are wrong – the sundial pillar was 
never in the Dutch Garden which declines towards the east. 
Authors have taken the wording from the Lutyens sketch 
and presumed that it was originally installed there. I also 
suspect that when Laurie stated that it was located at 
Eccleston Lodge, he should have said near to the Lodge 
when it was in the grounds of the nearby Eaton Lodge. 

The 1st Duke had the sundial pillar designed by Lutyens in 
1898, but he died in 1899, probably before the Farmer and 

Fig. 6. The sundial by the lake – 1918. 

Fig. 7. The Waterhouse Hall – 1930. 
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Brindley stonework was delivered to the site. The 2nd Duke 
then decided to have it installed in the centre of the balust-
rade by the lake and it was there that F. Barker & Son 
determined its declination. 

The design by Lutyens, stonework by Farmer & Brindley 
and dials by Barker & Son were all undertaken by the 
leading exponents of the day and are, therefore, of historical 
importance. 

Sadly, despite my best efforts, the pillar remains incorrectly 
orientated. 
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A Study of the Quadrant by Mike Cowham. ISBN 978-0
-9551155-5-4. A4 soft covers. vi + 66pp. 68 colour photo-
graphs plus 71 diagrams. CD-ROM. Cambridge 2014. Ob-
tainable from BSS Sales, price £12 + p&p. 

Any diallist who regards the quadrant as just another alti-
tude dial will find this monograph a revelation. We learn 
that there are many types of quadrant, most of which can 
tell us the time in equal or unequal hours 
though timekeeping may not always be their 
main function. Other designs have been devel-
oped for the purpose of setting out hour-angle 
dials while another variety is concerned with 
the solution of trigonometrical problems. The 
author does not claim to have covered the sub-
ject exhaustively, to have described every de-
sign of quadrant, or even worked out all the 
possible functions of some of them. He believes 
that there may be other types yet to be discov-
ered and hopes that his work will enable them 
to be brought to light. 

Nevertheless, he has described almost 50 different quad-
rants, many of them from private collections. His explana-
tions of their construction and use are a model of clarity. 
Sometimes these are necessarily very long as for example 
those which explain some of the uses of the Panorganon. 
There is no ambiguity and the reader, taking the directions 
stage by stage, should be able to reach the end without con-
fusion. It is hard to imagine better wording for these de-
scriptions than that used by the author. 

There are photographs of the quadrants described, and 
though these are of good quality they can only display the 
present appearance of a quadrant which has become discol-
oured or damaged during the centuries since it was made. 
They are interesting to look at but not always easy to deci-
pher. To remedy this, the author has provided clear dia-
grams which show the details of the scales and other lines 
much more plainly and make the written descriptions even 
easier to follow. 

The versatility of quadrants is surprising though not all the 
things they can do are of direct interest to diallists even 
though they may still be fascinated by them. We may not be 
very concerned about measuring the height of a building, or 
determining our latitude and there are better ways of find-
ing sines and tangents than by using a quadrant. This still 
leaves plenty of material for anyone interested in gnomon-
ics. Apart from telling us the solar time, in equal or unequal 
hours, quadrants can determine the Sun’s azimuth and times 
of sunrise and sunset. Though it is possible to design hour-
angle dials using certain types of quadrant, the method de-

scribed by Samuel Foster using the instrument he devised 
makes one think that there must be easier ways.  Some 
quadrants incorporate a nocturnal (a planispheric one which 
is likely to be even less accurate than the usual variety), 
while others provide tables which inform us about the lunar 
cycle.  

For those who are daunted by the often complex operations 
associated with quadrants there is still much in 
this monograph which will be of interest. The 
history and dating of the instruments, the huge 
variety of incidental information they incorpo-
rate, and the appendages they accrue are just a 
few of these. Apart from the frequently occur-
ring shadow square there are perpetual calen-
dars, devices for finding Easter, conversion 
tables between the Zodiac and the Calendar 
(Julian or Gregorian) and astrology creeps in 
from time to time. Scattered through the text 
there are interesting details about the inventors 
of the instruments, the errors they sometimes 

made and references to books they wrote. 

The CD-ROM which is to be found inside the back cover 
has 48 quadrant diagrams in both TIFF and JPEG formats 
which can be printed out on card enabling the reader to 
create his chosen instrument. Two pages are devoted to 
practical advice about their construction. 

‘A Study of the Quadrant’ is a work of painstaking thor-
oughness characteristic of its author. Those who have read 
any of his previous books and monographs would not ex-
pect otherwise and will need little persuasion to add this 
one to their libraries. To the few who have not I would 
highly recommend it. 

John Lester 

BOOK REVIEW 

 



FEBRUARY

Knowing my interest in time measurement,
several people pointed out to me just how neat

February looks this year.  It starts on a Monday and,
being 28 days long, it fits tidily into the calendar.

But then one of them asked me how often this
happens.  My first thought was that it happens, on
average, every seven years as there are seven days
in the week.  But, on second thoughts, while this is
correct in the long term, it’s more complicated than
that.  Leap years get in the way. The next tidy
February exactly like this one happens in 2027.

Each year, a particular date moves forward by one
week day. But in a leap year it “Leaps a Day” (hence
the name) and goes forward by two days. So 1st
February over the next few years goes:

2021 Mon
2022 Tue
2023 Wed
2024 Thu
2025 Sat
2026 Sun
2027 Mon

But this series gets upset because the rule for when
leap years occur is a bit complicated.

Following the change from the Julian to Gregorian
calendar throughout most of Europe in 1582 (but not
us until 1752), a new rule was introduced. This rule
says that there will be leap years every four years,
except for century years, which will only be leap
years if it is divisible by 400.

So my first thought was that there must be a 400 year
cycle that these neat Februarys follow. But, because
400 is not divisible by seven, then in fact, it follows
a 400 x 7 = 2800 year cycle.

So I can confidently predict that there will be a neat,
Monday starting, February in 4821

-oOo-

And here’s another odd thing.  The extra day in
February isn’t really the 29th, it’s the 24th.

The Roman calendar had months like us, but they
counted the days in (to us) an odd way.

They had three “marker days” in each month: the
Kalends (1st), Nones (7th) and the Ides (15th) and
they counted backwards - how many days it will be
until the next Marker day.

When Julius Caesar introduced the new calendar, he
decreed that there would be an extra day in February
every 4 years.

The extra day was to be the day following Saint
Terminus’ day, in our system 24th February.  But he
didn’t add another day to the calendar, he just made
the 24th 48 hours long.

24th February in  their parlance was 6th day before
the Kalends of March. So, in a leap year it was called

ANTE DIEM BIX SEXTUM KALENDAS MARTII

(The second sixth day before the 1st day of March).

So you ladies have been proposing on the wrong date
all these years.

Mike Shaw

)



A Remote Reading Dial using Fibre Optics

J.Mike Shaw

I wanted to make a sundial which overcame some of the perceived difficulties associated with dials, i.e.:-
a) The need to go outside to read the time.
b) The confusion caused by a 24 hour display, (we are all used to 2 x 12 hours in a day).
c) To be usable when the sun isn't shining (you will find that I cheated with this one)

I decided that the answer was to make a sundial using a two component system, with a collector (in the
garden) linked to a remote display unit (in the house), utilising fibre optics.

Fibre optic cables (FOCs) have been used to make sundials before of course (1,2)   I make no claim of
originality in  that respect - though this is the first of this particular design (as far as I know)
The collector (Figure 1) is half a plastic pipe cut lengthways.   I used 160mm length by 150mm diameter.
The mainproblem was to find a pipe that did not change shape when cut down the middle - I eventually
used a pipe used for underground drainage (5mm thickness) which was stable, but I had to try quite a few
different types before finding one which was suitable.  The ratio of length to diameter was not critical, so
long as it would cope with the maximum variation in sun's declination over the year - I allowed plenty of
margin.
I also had quite some difficulty getting suitably "low tech" (low
cost) FOC  - it was easy to find high priced sheathed FOC as used
in communications.  I eventually managed to get some 1.5mm di-
ameter unsheathed FOC from a theatrical lighting supplier - they
use them for making "starry night" backcloths for stage produc-
tions. They sold me one of their used "looms" for a nominal charge.

At 1.5mm FOC, the 150mm diam collector, gave enough "space" to
have one FOC every 5 minutes without overlap, but I opted for one
every 15 minutes for this, my first attempt.  I marked out the spac-
ing on paper using vertical lines, then attached the paper to the in-
side of the half cylinder.   The 1.5mm holes were drilled offset
vertically to keep them distanced - in Fig 1 you can see that the
holes were drilled in groups of 4.   This made it easier to identify
them later at the assembly stage.

Originally I was considering using a cylindrical lens to focus the sunlight (1), but trials showed this to be
an unnecessary complication.  In practice, stray light was more of a problem.  Hence, the collector was
sprayed matt black to keep spurious reflections to a minimum.

My first plan was to cover the face of the collector, leaving a
narrow slit down the centre, in order to light up one cable end
at a time, rather like Robert Adzema's "Crack of Dawn" dial
(3)   However, this  created a problem,as the width of the light
ray varied depending on the time of day.  You could, therefore,
get times in the early morning and late evening when the ray
fell between FOCs and none of them was lit, or get more than
one being illuminated around noon.  I therefore decided to
cover over half the collector as shown (the upper crosspiece is
there to give a degree of rigidity and ease of  construction)
The cover was made from thin, rigid "Formica" type laminate.
Thus, as the sun progresses, more and more of the FOCs are
illuminated.

Figure 1

Figure 2



The half cylinder collector was mounted equatorially (53 degrees here), and was offset from noon to col-
lect the sun during the 12 hour period 9am to 9pm - see Figure 2.  (I no longer have to get up at 6am,so I
don't).  It was set for  daylight saving time, on the basis that that's when the sun is most likely to shine,
and also that, in the UK, we are on daylight saving for 7 months out of the 12.   I also included a 3 degree
longitude west offset.

Thus, in use, with the collector positioned pointing due south, at
9:15am, the first FOC is illuminated, at 9:30 FOCs 1 and 2 are lit
and so on.  At the display end, an increasing number of FOCs are
sequentially illuminated, with the last one clockwise indicating local
apparent time to the nearest quarter of an hour. Early FOCs eventual-
ly go into the shade of the cylindrical collector as the sun progresses.
Towards the end of the day, less  and less are illuminated.

A bracket was mounted on the baseboard to represent the hole in the
side of the house through which the FOCs would be threaded- see
Fig 3.  In this prototype, collector and display are a mere 450mm apart.  In use, the collector would be in
the garden, and the display inside the home.

The display (Fig 4) was made using a painted 150mm diameter alumin-
ium clock face, mounted on 8mm plastic board.  Some thickness was
required to hold the ends of the FOCs securely.  The FOCs are a tight
sliding fit at each end and are not glued in place.  The picture shows
the illuminated FOCs at just before 3:15pm - in reality, there is no
doubt about the time shown by the FOCs if the sun is shining - the pho-
to doesn't do justice to the
difference between illuminated and shaded FOC ends.  It is worthwhile
to cut the display ends of the FOCs at an acute angle.  This makes the
display more readily visible at an angle.

And finally, just in case the sun doesn't happen to be shining, I added a
clock movement - you can therefore get the difference between clock
and local apparent time.  This is the cheating bit!

Several improvements could be incorporated a rotatable collector, thereby adjustable for daylight saving
and equation of time changes an increased number of FOCs, interchangeable collector covers with the
edge shaped to adjust for the equation of time (two would be needed). Colour filters could be added to
add interest

REFERENCES
1.  Bull BSS Vol 89/2 Page16
2.  Bull BSS Vol 12 (ii) Page 83.
3.  Adzema & Jones  The Great Sundial Cut Out Book  Hawthorne Books, Inc.  New York 1978
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Figure 4



FULL MOON ILLUMINATION

I have a friend who is an amateur astronomer.  One pre-Covid day we were chatting in the pub over a
convivial pint when he posed an interesting question.

He said that, when you look at a full moon, the full face  that you see isn’t completely illuminated.  He
argued that, for that to happen, the centres of the sun, earth and moon would have to be in a straight
line, but in that case the moon would be eclipsed.  He’s right.  The moon has to be slightly offset to be
out of the earth’s shadow.  He then asked me what was the maximum amount of the moon’s face that
could be seen and where, on Earth, would you see the maximum amount.  My first thought was that the
maximum illumination would be visible from the equator at midnight..  See Figure 1.

In this not-to-scale diagram, the sun is off the diagram some-
where at the bottom of the page.  Half the earth and half the
moon are in sunshine, the moon being “just” out of the earth’s
shadow.  The moon’s terminator is the line aa.
To view this, the observer need to be at point A, at right-angles
to the line aa.  But our observer is at B, and can only view the
line bb.
Knowing that the radius of the earth is 3963 miles, the radius if
the moon is 1079 miles and the distance of the moon from the
earth is 248524 miles, it is possible to calculate the angle x.
Sin x = (3963+1079)/248524
Sin x = 5042/248524 = 0.02028779
X = 1.1625º

Hence % of moon in shadow from B =
(1.1625 x 100)/180
= 0.6458
And therefore % illuminated is 99.3542%

However,  looking Figure 2, an observer at point C  will  see more
of the illuminated moon. In this case the angle x will be reduced.
Sin x = 1079/248524 = 0.00434163
x = 0.248758º
Hence % of moon in shadow from C =
(0.248758 x 100)/180
= 0.13820
And therefore % illuminated is 99.8618%

In the diagram, the earth rotates anticlockwise as seen from
above the North pole, so the point C is at sunrise.

Figure 1

Figure 2



Time Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
6 >50 38 47 >50
7 >50 45 22 18 21 34 >50
8 >50 >50 23 20 13 12 13 17 29 >50 >50
9 38 28 15 13 9 8 9 11 16 29 35 >50

10 23 18 11 9 7 6 7 8 11 18 23 35
11 18 15 9 7 5 5 5 6 9 14 19 26
12 17 13 9 6 4 4 4 5 8 12 18 24
13 18 15 9 6 4 4 4 5 7 11 19 26
14 23 18 11 6 4 4 4 5 8 12 23 35
15 38 28 15 7 5 5 5 6 9 14 35 >50
16 >50 >50 23 13 7 6 7 8 11 18 >50
17 >50 20 9 8 9 11 16 29
18 45 13 12 13 17 29 >50
19 22 18 21 34 >50
20 >50 35 47 >50
21 >50

SUMMER TIME

A HOROLOGIUM FOR WIRRAL

Most sundials operate by showing how far
round the sun has travelled in it's daily

journey from rising in the East to setting in the
West. To work properly, the sundial has to be "fixed"
or mounted with it's gnomon (shadow casting rod)
pointing towards true geographic North.  This type
of sundial is inconvenient for the traveller, and so
various types of portable sundial can be made which
use the height of the sun in the sky to tell the time.
As the sun is higher in the sky in the summer than
the winter, these so called "altitude" dials have to
incorporate a correction for the time of year.  Such
a dial is this Horologium.

A Horologium tells the time by measuring the length
of your shadow.  To use it, stand on level ground,
and note the place where your shadow ends.  Next,
determine your shadow’s length by counting out the
number of "heel-to-toe" measurements.  This works
on the principle that a person's height is 6 times the
length of his or her foot size.  Then look at the table,
choose the correct month, and the number you get
will give the approximate time of day - you have to

know if it is morning or afternoon.  You have to use
some interpolation between hours and months - the
figures change gradually throughout the day and
month, they don't make sudden changes.  The
Horologium will then give you "clock time".

This one, calculated for Wirral, has in-built
adjustments for Daylight Saving Time,  the longitude
of Wirral and the "Equation of Time".  Sun time is
not very regular, and does not match clock or
"average" time.

A  Horologium will give quite good results within a
radius of about 50 miles of the place for which it is
calculated.

Mike Shaw


